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For years, travelers -- and sometimes about -- have been debating how to say Laos. But why the confusion over the Laos debate? After all, it's just four letters. In this case, history, colonialism, and linguistics have come together to create an effective situation. After years of hearing conflicting answers, even on my third visit to Laos, I decided to get to the bottom of the right way to pronounce the name of
the mountainous landlocked country of Southeast Asia. Laos (rhymes with blouse; final s is sounded) -- correctlyLao (rhymes with cow; last s is mute) -- widespread, but falseAll other pronouncements, including lay-ose, are wrong. I asked 10 Laotians (in Luang Prabang, Luang Namtha and Vientiane) how they prefer to pronounce the name of their country. All replied that they wanted foreigners to say the
last s, but then added that they did not take any offense when it was left from the word. The right way to say Laos is the same as Louse (rhymes with blouse). Although travelers who haven't visited the country tend to pronounce the s at the end of Laos, many long-term travelers who travel through Southeast Asia tend to leave the s still and use the pronunciation that sounds like Lao (rhymes with cow).
Really additional confusion is that some of the Laotes I interviewed were so accustomed to travelers pronouncing their country as Lao, that they admitted to using Lao instead of Laos to make sure westerners understood them better! It is the right time not to say the last s in Laos: if you are referring to the language or something that refers to Laos, even a person. Drop the last s in these cases: Lao can be
used as an interchangeable word for Laotian -- a person from Laos.The official language of Laos is known as Lao.Traditional folk music from Lao could be called Lao music. Lao tiananrope, Laotian art, Laotian films all come from Laos. Additional confusion is that the English version of the official name of Laos is the Lao People's Democratic Republic, or Lao PDR for short. In Lao, the official language, the
official name of the country is Muang Lao or Pathet Lao; both translate literally into Lao Land. In all these cases, the correct pronunciation is obvious, not the last s to sound. Laos was divided into three kingdoms, with the inhabitants calling themselves the Lao people until the French united the three in 1893. The French added a s to make the country's name plural, and began to refer to the collective as
Laos. As with many plural words in French, the following s was not pronounced, which led to a source of confusion. Laos gained independence and became a constitutional monarchy in 1953. although the official language is Lao, only about half of all Laotes speak it. The many ethnic minorities that are spreading across the country speak their own dialects and languages. French is still widely used and
With so many arguments (the official country name, the country's name in Lao, and the French pronunciation) one would assume that the way Laos was said was Lao. But the people who live there obviously know best, and to meet their wishes, travelers to the country of Laos should say. Thank you for letting us know! Righteous words in English is a demanding job. In fact, many native speakers of English
have problems with correct spelling. One of the main reasons for this is that many, many English words are NOT written as they are spoken. This difference between pronunciation and spelling causes a lot of confusion. The combination ough provides an excellent example: Tough - pronounced - tuf (the 'u' sounds like in 'cup')Through - pronounced - throoDough - pronounced - doe (long 'o')Bought -
pronounced - bawt It's enough to drive someone crazy! Here are some of the most common problems with spelling words in English. Aspirin - pronounced - asprinDifferent - pronounced - diffrentEvery - pronounced - evry Comfortable - pronounced - comfrtableTemperature - pronounced - tempratureVegetable - pronounced - vegtable two, to, too - pronounced - tooknew, new - pronounced - niewthrough,
threw - pronounced - throonot, knot, naught - pronounced - not 'Eh' as in 'Let' 'Ai' as in 'I' D - Sandwich, WednesdayG - sign, ForeignGH - daughter, light, right - why, honest, hourK - know, knight, knobL - should go, halfP - closet, psychology - islandT - whistles, hear , gitarreW - who, write, wrong GH = 'F': cough, laughter, enough, roughCH = 'K': chemistry, headache, Christmas, stomachEA = 'EH':
breakfast, head, bread, insteadEA = 'EI': steak, breakEA = 'EE': weak, streakOU = 'UH': country, double, enough This course is part of ASU's professional writing. If you complete the two courses that are part of this program with a passed grade, you can purchase transferable loans from one of the edX higher education credit partners. Language and the ability to communicate effectively are crucial skills in
the global economy and in our daily social exchanges, but they are also essential to gain a deeper understanding of who we are. This introductory course helps you effectively develop and express ideas for a variety of personal and professional purposes, target groups and events. During the course, you will complete several major writing projects, keep a regular author's diary, and maintain an author's
website to showcase your work and show what you've learned. If you would like to receive university loans, we kindly ask you to complete all orders. Rhetoric knowledge: How to design your writing to meet the needs of specific target groups purposes. Critical thinking: How to make decisions about what to include in your letter, not. Writing processes: How to invent, research, design, revise and edit your
Knowledge of conventions: How to use different formats and stylistic choices, including genre conventions. Digital technology: How to use different technologies to write more effectively and efficiently. Habits of Mind: how to benefit from curiosity, openness, commitment, creativity, perseverance, responsibility, flexibility and reflection. Receive a certificate signed by the instructor with the institution's logo to
verify your performance and increase your job prospectsAdd the certificate to your resume or resume, or post it directly on LinkedInGive itself an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a non-profit organization, relies on verified certificates to fund free education for everyone worldwide. This is a composition course, then the learners are expected to write a lot. What I like about the activities is the
methodology, as the participants are invited to reflect a lot, to revise, to correct, etc., exactly what writers do in real life. In short, there are challenging but rewarding tasks, lectures are of high quality and help students, in my opinion, to understand the topics easily. The instructors are nice and take care of the challenges of the learners. I am Aziz from Morocco. I've always wanted to develop my writing skills,
especially academic writing, where I still have some problems. And I believe that this course is the perfect one for me to achieve this goal. Thank you edX and Arizona State University for this incredible learning opportunity and happy learning for everyone enrolled in the MOOC. - _Aziz Soubai MemoMaster 3.5 from JBSoftware falls into this too large category of software with the feature list of Heaven and
the implementation from purgatory. MemoMaster (free) is basically a freeform text database, such as TreePad Lite, AskSam, and some others, with an extensive list of additional features. These extras include an Excel-compatible spreadsheet, the ability to create fillable forms, import/export Word and Excel files, and very rich formatting features. Most of these functions work --type of. First of all, a few
caveats. The downloadable file is the shareware version, with many features enabled that disappear after 30 days when you go to the free version. There is a private version that has the same feature set as the Free version, but which costs 19 dollars and removes a Nag screen from the window. Then there are small office and enterprise versions that offer more and more features at ever-increasing prices.
Unfortunately, most Really Cool features require at least the Small Office version; When the 30-day trial expires, the significantly combined. At this 30-day mark, the calculation field - essentially a table note - loses the ability to calculate and becomes only a large grid into which you can enter numbers. You cannot create templates. You can't even drag and drop items to rearrange them in the outline
(although you can still move them to folders using menu selections). While MemoMasters MemoMasters Feature set is impressive, it's also a bit whimsical. Its Microsoft Word import does not handle some types of formatting perfectly, although I haven't seen any obvious data loss. The costing sheet has a very large set of functions, but if you enter a formula incorrectly, you will not be notified or re-entered. It
simply deletes the cell without an error message or warning. Enter a long formula and omit a bracket, and you're about to re-enter it. There is a slight inertia of the interface response. Once, when I created a new memo, I received the Error Section Number error, which required me to close the error dialog five times in a row. However, I was unable to replicate the sequence that led to this error. Positive, and
there are a lot of positives, MemoMaster has a whole range of features to add information to your information --icon tags and background colors, for example. However, many other features, such as .B links between memos, formatted tables, and detailed search results, are only available in commercial versions. MemoMaster saves no chance to remind you of this, as the non-functional features seem to be
available until you try to use them. They are not even greyed out; You actually need to try to use a function to find out if you have access to it. MemoMaster 3.5 is a program I really would like, but the free version is too feature-saving for my needs, and my experience with the occasional quirkiness of the functionality of the shareware version makes me reluctant to pay. However, I recommend trying out the
download as there are many good ideas here. Even if the free version doesn't have what you need, it can prove to you that one of the paid versions does.--Ian Harac Note: If you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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